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enjoyed a 25-year career racing and later managing in the 
word of Motocross. Having been around motorcycles for 
most of my life, I’m not ashamed to admit that Motocross 
really was my first love of the two-wheeled kind. Although 
I’m certain many individuals involved with racing in 
general might tell the same story, if they were honest. 

Anyway, from our first tentative dabble into Road 
Racing as TAS Racing, I have dedicated most of my life 
to this discipline of motorcycle racing, and the British 
championship scene, aspiring to be the best we possibly 
can in everything we do.

Our 2019 off-season was a busy one, with many tasks 
undertaken in preparation, for the introduction of a new 
title partner, with whom we will share the next chapter in 
this exciting journey. 

Without hesitation I would like to offer a warm welcome 
to our new title sponsor SYNETIQ Intelligent Solutions. I 
have known Richard Martin [Managing Director] on both a 
business and personal level for a few years now and together 
with John Schofield [Executive Director], who we know is a 
big motorsport aficionado, we really do look forward to a 
new beginning, when racing can commence safely. 

With only two title partners covering the past 16 years 
with us at TAS Racing, I have warned Richard and John 
they might well be here for a while!

Finally, to briefly explain the period of silence regarding our 
Road Racing participation during the winter months. In a 
joint decision with BMW Motorrad Motorsport the original 
plan was for TAS Racing to concentrate specifically on 
the prestigious British Superbike Championship for 2020. 

However, following the introduction of SYNETIQ as our title 
partner quite late in the day, a fairly easy decision was made 
to retain our road racing heritage, together with the already 
planned BSB campaign. Thankfully we had remained in 
contact with various riders throughout the winter and we 
are extremely happy that a deal fell into place quite easily 
with Hutchy, to re-join TAS Racing and carry the new 
SYNETIQ BMW colours into this new chapter.

Understandably our plans have had to be placed on hold 
while the world concentrates on fighting this terrible 
Covid-19 pandemic. God willing, we will have the chance 
to mark TAS Racing’s 20th year in motorcycle racing at 
some point this year.
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Hi Everyone, welcome to our new on-line publication.

We have been thinking about introducing a TAS Racing 
specific on-line news letter for quite a while, and now 
seems like the perfect opportunity with no racing and an 
abundance of free time to focus on the many interesting 
sporting updates. 

On a personal note, I am extremely proud to see this first 
edition hit your screens thanks to our wonderful media 
team and the various contributors.  I would imagine 
there are some interesting features for everyone. We 
will endeavour to bring you the latest updates with 
background information, together with some behind the 
scenes features going forward. 

To our many followers, we appreciate your support, 
perhaps now more than ever and we look forward to 
keeping you informed as we progress towards a later 
than usual start to a racing season, whatever that may 
consist off. Please feel free to message us with requests 
for information, features or even some stories from the 
TAS Racing history books [fullgas@tasbmw.com].

It really is a strange way to begin our 20th season of 
competition under the TAS Racing banner. As many of 
you will be aware already, my Father Hector previously 
owned and managed a private race team, aptly named 
‘Hector Neill Racing’. During the 70s and early 80s Hector 
and his merry crew enjoyed much success at National 
and International Road Racing level, even breaking onto 
the 500cc Grand Prix scene, before tragedy sadly inspired 
a sabbatical.

Hector did always keep one hand in his beloved Road 
Racing throughout the next decade or so, while I myself 
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“I honestly thought our racing days with Ian had come to an end after our successful partnership through 
2016/17. However we are clearly delighted that Ian was not only available but extremely keen on a return to 
TAS Racing. People may differ in their opinions on the various riders but one thing everyone can agree on, is 
the utter determination shown by Hutchy time and time again. It never ceases to amaze me the amount of 
dedication and effort the man puts into his preparation for racing, and for that reason he is the perfect man 
to lead SYNETIQ BMW into this new chapter of our racing journey. We can only hope there is an opportunity 
available to celebrate the partnership during 2020.”

Philip Neill, SYNETIQ BMW Team Principal

HUTCHY - ALL REVVED UP 
for the tas-k
16-time TT winner Ready for more success with TAS Racing & SYNETIQ BMW

I had flIghts booked for 
the test and rst had turned 
around my leathers In just 
two weeks, then all the 
restrIctIons were put In place 
wIth the current problems
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A deal secured, a shiny new set of 
RST leathers; flights booked to join 
his new team in Northern Ireland 

for a mid-week March test, followed by 
a chat show with his new young team-
mates Brad Ray and Taylor Mackenzie 
in front of a sell out audience of adoring 
Irish fans. 

Then boom! We were all hit with the 
Covid-19 lockdown and Hutchy’s return 
had to be put on ice alongside all other 
plans. The potential of any International 
Road Racing taking place in 2020, took a 
major dent, when the jewel in the crown 
– the Isle of Man TT – was subsequently 
cancelled. Other events are still 
scrambling to secure dates, which as we 
publish, are yet unknown. But one thing is 
for sure, Hutchy is delighted to be back in 
the TAS Racing fold and the new SYNETIQ 
BMW set-up for a road racing campaign, 
either now or in the future. 

And as he explained, he’s never been 
better prepared for a racing season.  “I’d 
decided that I wanted to do some riding in 
January and even though it was all up in 
the air, with what I was going to be doing 
this season – Shaun Muir converted an 
S1000RR road bike that I’d been riding 
before Macau last year for him, into pretty 
much a full Superstock bike for me to take 
to Spain.”

“I did 10 or 12 days at Almeria in different 
stints and was cycling in between from 
my base at my Dad’s place, just above 
Alicante. It was a really good January 
and February as I was also out on my 
Supersport bike. Almeria is a circuit where 
I’ve ridden a lot in the past, so I know 
where I’m at lap time wise and I was able 
to ride with people like Richard Cooper 
and Jason O’Halloran – so yeah I know 
I’m in the right place,” he added positively.

Attention to detail is a speciality of 
Hutchy’s and for anyone who has visited 
his house, or worked with him in the past, 
will know what we mean. No stone is left 
unturned, no question left unanswered, 
which with respect, leaves little or no 
ambiguity when agreeing a deal with the 
Bingley lad.
 Continued     

Jim Steinman penned the famous song and lyrics, ‘All Revved up and No Place 

to Go’ for that iconic Meat Loaf album, Bat Out of Hell. Possibly a satirical way of 

describing the return to TAS Racing – and the all-new SYNETIQ BMW team – for  

16-time Isle of Man TT winner Ian Hutchinson in the current climate.
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Road Racing, which surprised many, was not originally pencilled in as part of the racing curriculum 
for TAS Racing in 2020, but with the encouragement of new title partner SYNETIQ, and the support 
of BMW Motorrad in Germany, team principal Philip Neill was quick to map out a plan with his 
former race-winning rider.

“The deal coming together with Philip and SYNETIQ BMW was perfect for me really,” was Hutchy’s 
honest response about the team where he enjoyed North West 200, Isle of Man TT and Ulster 
Grand Prix wins during his tenure in 2016 and 2017. 

“I was secretly hoping that would be the case all winter if I’m honest,” he smiled. “Alongside that I’ve 
been able to put together my own team to do the British Superstock series with Shaun Muir, which 
means I’ll be getting plenty of track time prior to riding the SYNETIQ BMW on the roads, while also 
looking to be as competitive as I was in 2016 when I just missed out on the [British Superstock] title.”

That title went to new team-mate Taylor Mackenzie, whom 
Hutchy had hoped to join in the aforementioned March test 
week, which was abruptly curt short. So what of the future?

“Yeah I had flights booked for the test and RST had turned 
around my leathers in just two weeks, then all the restrictions 
were put in place with the current problems. I was looking 
forward to testing at Kirkistown with the boys and getting to 
see everyone again. The last time I rode with the team in 2016 
and 2017, before the accident, we had great results and so 
much fun; so it was pretty devastating not be getting things up 
and running again.”

Concluding he added somewhat positively: “I’d still like to think 
that something is going to go ahead. Mervyn [Whyte] is still 
talking about trying to run the North West 200, but if BSB gets 
going as well, everyone will want to be racing at the same time. 
But racing of some sort would be good for sure.”

That positivity and his desire to be ‘out on the prowl down 
by the edge of the track’ as the song lyrics profess, may well 
include a trip to Macau in November. But for now it really is a 
case of, ‘All revved up with no place to go’.
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ABOVE:  TAS Racing has the 
#4 SYNETIQ BMW S10000RR 
Superbike ready and waiting 

for Hutchinson.

BELOW:  Hutchy observing the 
stay at home rules for now but 

is itching to go racing.
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SYNETIQ Ltd is the UK’s largest salvage and vehicle recycling 
company. It creates intelligent solutions for some of the 
countries’ leading insurers, fleets and police forces – processing 
over 100,000 vehicles each year. The business is thrilled to be 
TAS Racing’s new lead partner for the 2020 British Superbike 
Championship.

The SYNETIQ name will be familiar to many motorcyclists; some 
may have SYNETIQ parts fitted to their own machines. Bikes are 
just one area of the business though… SYNETIQ handles any type 
of vehicle, including cars, vans, trucks and plant machinery. It sells 
thousands of vehicles to the trade each week through a brand-
new online auction platform – from Category S and N salvage, to 
fleet disposal and classic vehicles.

SYNETIQ is proud to be trusted and relied upon by some of the 
largest insurers and fleets in the country. Other products and 
services include green parts, compliant recycling processes, 
mechanical services, software and VRM data solutions.

Its relationships have been built on a commitment to doing the 
right thing and raising standards within the industry. Throughout 
the COVID-19 pandemic, SYNETIQ has been proud to help keep 

key workers moving, described by the Metropolitan Police as a 
‘business-critical operation with paramount importance to us.’

SYNETIQ was the first to refuse cash payments for salvage 
vehicles; a step which has helped reduce car crime and money 
laundering. The business also guarantees that no Category A or B 
vehicles will ever escape from sites and return to the road.

Vehicles which aren’t safe to be repaired are dismantled on site. 
Reusable ‘green parts’ are cleaned and quality-checked, going 
on to keep other vehicles on the road – whether for the public, 
Bodyshops or fleets across the world. This approach rewards 
clients with cost and time savings, not to mention a hugely 
positive environmental impact.

Although SYNETIQ was created in March 2019, 
its roots can be traced back to 1938. It was 
formed following the successful merger of 
four of the most successful companies in the 
salvage and recycling industry: Motorhog, Car 
Transplants, DH Systems and FAB Recycling.

SYNETIQ has grown significantly since the merger and is now 
pushing raising industry standards further. It also sponsors Team 
BRIT, an all-disabled racing team aiming to be the first of its kind 
to compete at Le Mans. Headquartered in Doncaster, SYNETIQ has 
over 590 employees at locations across England and Scotland - 
many of which are huge racing fans.

A DESTINATION... 
        LIKE NO OTHER

GALGORM.COM
SYNETIQ Headquarters - Doncaster, Yorkshire Winsford, Cheshire
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SYNETIQ Managing Director Richard Martin [right] 
with SYNETIQ BMW Motorrad Team Principal Philip Neill
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IN LOCKDOWN

BRAD & TAYLOR

  HOW MUCH MONEY DO YOU CURRENTLY HAVE IN 
YOUR POCKET?
TAYLOR:  I’m not sure I’ve got short arms and deep pockets!
BRAD:  £65 cash.

  BIGGEST INFLUENCE ON YOUR CAREER TO DATE AND WHY?
TAYLOR:  I’d have to say my Dad. He’s been there since day one 
and helped me on and off the track with all aspects of my racing. 
Plus if he read this and I didn’t say him he’d cut my pocket 
money.
BRAD:  Valentino Rossi, mum, dad and grandad. I have watched 
Rossi from a young kid and was amazed with what he did 
and how he rode - and also how he was off the track. He’s my 
favourite rider. I have to give a big mention to mum, dad and 
grandad for supporting me and being my biggest fans. 

  WHAT MUSIC ARE YOU CURRENTLY LISTENING TO?
TAYLOR: I listen to lots of different music but Gerry Cinnamon is 
a Scottish singer and my favourite at the minute.
BRAD:  I listen to Heart FM, but day-to-day any of the new songs 
in the charts. I also like hip hop and grime.

  TATTOOS AND IF SO WHERE AND WHAT ARE THEY? 
TAYLOR: I’ve got Malia 2004 across my . . .  just kidding. I can’t 
trust myself to get a tattoo. I get bored of my helmet design 
normally before it’s even gone to paint so I know I’d regret it 
soon after.
BRAD:  Half sleeve of motorcycle parts on my right arm, Number 
28 in Roman numeral inside left arm, Milky Bar Kid on right leg 
(thigh) and a coffee cup on middle right finger.

  FAVOURITE HOLIDAY DESTINATION? 
TAYLOR: Australia would be my favourite. I went to stay with 
Josh and Gin Waters. They have amazing food, weather and 
beaches over there.
BRAD:  Haven’t been to many places but one I enjoyed was 
Cyprus. I also enjoyed Australia from what I remember as a kid. 

  WHO WOULD YOU CHOOSE 
TO PLAY YOU, IN A FILM ABOUT 
YOUR LIFE STORY?
TAYLOR: Tom Hardy, cause he plays 
a lot of gangsters in films.
BRAD:  Will Ferrell!  A lot of 
resemblance and not just the hair!

  TWO PEOPLE [DEAD OR 
ALIVE] YOU WOULD CHOOSE 
TO HAVE DINNER WITH AND 
WHY? 
TAYLOR: James Hunt as I’d 
imagine he would have a tale 
or two and Conor McGregor. He 
fascinates me how he’s been so 
dedicated to his sport but has 
also become a very successful 
businessman alongside it.
BRAD:  Grandad to have one 
last dinner with him and Danny 
Dyer because he’s a propaaaaa 
gezzaaaaaa! 

  SWEET OR SOUR & CRISPS OR CHOCOLATE?
TAYLOR: Sweet all the way and chocolate!
BRAD:  Chocolate, Cadbury! 
[He was too excited about the chocolate to pick sweet or sour – Ed!]

  FAVOURITE MEAL ON A NIGHT OUT AND WHERE? 
TAYLOR: It’s hard to beat Italian Pizza anywhere in Italy.
BRAD:  Out with the lads it would have to be kebab and chips. A 
normal night out would be TGI Fridays. 

  IF YOU COULD, RIGHT NOW, WHO WOULD YOU 
CHANGE PLACES WITH FOR ONE WEEK?
TAYLOR: Valentino Rossi, because I’d love to be stuck at the 
Rossi Ranch in isolation.
BRAD:  My Parrot Gerty as she has a good life and no worries.

  FAVOURITE RACETRACK?
TAYLOR:  Knockhill is my favourite. I spend a lot of time there 
during the year and I really feel like I know every inch of the track.
BRAD:  Austin Texas in America. It’s such a unique track and got 
everything in it. Oh yeah ... and I won there.

  LEAST FAVOURITE TRACK?
TAYLOR:  I had a nasty crash at Estoril once so I’d have to say 
there. I never really enjoyed the track from the moment I rode it.
BRAD:  Croft. I didn’t enjoy it too much as a kid on the one-two-five.

  IPHONE OR ANDROID?
TAYLOR: What’s an android?
BRAD:  iPhone all day long. 

  SHOWDOWN RULES IN BSB OR CONVENTIONAL 
SYSTEM? 
TAYLOR: As a fan I love the Showdown but as a race the 
conventional system is a lot less stressful!
BRAD:  Conventional, as I believe you should have the chance to 
fight until the end.

  IF YOUR HOUSE WAS BURNING DOWN  WHAT 3 ITEMS 
WOULD YOU RUSH IN TO SAVE? 
TAYLOR: My dog, my Superstock 1000 Championship winning 
trophy and my laptop.
BRAD: Excluding my parents it would be my Parrot, racing 
memorabilia and my watches. 
[That’s about 33 Brad but we get the idea – Ed]

  BEST BOOK YOU’VE EVER READ? 

TAYLOR: Andre Agassi’s autobiography is pretty brutal, it’s worth a 
read if you haven’t already.

BRAD:  Captain Underpants. It’s the only book I’ve read! 

/ /  Q U I C K F I R E  Q U E S T I O N S
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r
iding for the TAS squad was an enjoyable part of my career. 
I’ve always felt aligned with Philip, Hector and all the boys 
within the TAS Racing team and that relationship continues 
today. I’m always proud to display the TAS Racing colours, 

which without fail always look fantastic. One thing you are always 
guaranteed when you ride for Philip is that you will look good; 
ever the perfectionist, Philip’s attention to detail (see OCD ;) is 
unrivalled in the BSB paddock. The team image both in and out 
of the garage is always first class, hence the reason the TAS team 
attract and retain long term partners.

I spent six of my 16 years as a professional Motorcycle racer 
working with the TAS guys. We won our first British title together, 
the British Supersport Championship in 2007; we won our first 
BSB race together in 2010, and as it stands our last BSB race wins 
and podiums were together in 2016 and 2018. I have no doubt 
when the racing returns either Brad or Taylor will put those final 
stats to rights. 

Perhaps the most memorable period for me out of those six 
seasons working together was from mid 2015 to mid 2016. I had 
returned to the TAS team following two years in MotoGP. TAS had 
switched manufacturer from Suzuki to BMW for 2015, so we knew 
it wasn’t going to be plain sailing through the transition, although 
in truth it was tougher than we anticipated. It was a trying start to 
the 2015 season but thinking back I really enjoyed the progress 
we made as a team turning it around by mid-season following a 
lot of development work.

We made it into the Showdown top six and began consistently 
fighting for podium positions towards the end of the season, 
culminating with a win in the final race of the season, finishing 
fourth overall in the championship.  I started 2016 with a lot of 
confidence, my second year with the BMW S1000RR, with the 
same crew around me led by Stewart Johnstone. A winter of 
development to the bike meant we were ready. I was comfortable 
and fast at the beginning of the season. I had grown to love the 
bike that we developed together following that rocky start in 2015.  

I finished the final pre-season test fastest, won the opening race 
of the season at Silverstone and was on my way to doing the 
double that day when a small water leak from the radiator cap 
had me thinking it was raining, and that just about summed up 
our fortunes for that season. Should have, could have… however 
for the first six rounds of that season I felt great with the bike and 
team, until I didn’t. The turnaround in fortunes was quite stark and 
unexplained to be honest. The highs and lows of bike racing, to 
go from believing we would fight for the championship following 
a win and a second position at round 6, to getting knocked out of 
Showdown contention on the final race before the cut off; it was 
a trying time for us.

The team has again made strong progress with bike development 
and I’ll always be around to lend a helping hand, offer advice or 
stand in like I’ve done previously; but I fully expect Brad Ray and 
Taylor Mackenzie to excel on the newly liveried SYNETIQ BMW 
S1000RR when the season does eventually get underway. I wish 
them every success.

WORDS: MICHAEL LAVERTY 
PHOTOS: DOUBLE RED PHOTOGRAPHIC
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//   We are all, understandably, at the mercy 
of Government lockdown restrictions due 
to Covid-19 and the uncertainty around all 
sporting events globally. In your professional 
opinion, do you foresee any British 
Championship racing action in July 2020 for 
BSB – in light of World Superbike actively 
promoting tickets for their British round at 
Donington Park on July 3-5, 2020?

At present the national motorcycle racing authorities 
(MCRCB and the ACU) have suspended event 
permits until 31 May. That is under constant review 
and I would suspect the next update to coincide 
with the UK Government’s next review point on the 
lockdown in three weeks’ time.

//   A full racing season is now undoubtedly 
an impossible task, with the window of 
opportunity looking more like 8/12 weeks from 
August to October at best. How many rounds 
do you believe are needed to justify a credible 
championship campaign?

There is no contracted or regulated minimum, but 
obviously MCRCB and MSVR as the series regulator 
and promoter, will consider what’s credible within 
any date parameters we are required to work 
with. I would say anything between three and nine 
weekends, perhaps as triple headers would be the 
options, but until we get a feel for what could be 
possible, with ultimate respect to the public health 
crisis and the national response, we cannot make 
that decision.  

//   IRTA has put in place a directive that only 
‘vital staff’ will be allowed to participle in 
what is looking more and more like a ‘behind-
closed-doors’ MotoGP season in 2020. No 
fans, hospitality, sponsors’ guests, PR or 
media personnel and only essential team staff. 
Is this something you would consider for BSB 
and is it financially viable?

It’s on the list of models we may have to operate 
under, perhaps in part. In fact prior to lockdown 
we had considered this for round one. It’s certainly 
not a very desirable option for the teams or us 
as the promoter, as the costs/sponsor benefit 
economics are very marginal. But it remains under 
consideration.  

//   In a revised schedule, do you foresee a 
Showdown conclusion or would you consider 
a return to the conventional system for this 
pandemic disrupted year?

Until we have a real understanding of what could be 
possible in terms of the amount of weekends and points 
scoring races, it’s too early to say. Clearly to maintain 
something close to the established format of the 
championship is desirable but again it’s too early to say.   

//   How has this changed the day-to-day 
management of the British Superbike 
Championship and other events that MSV is 
responsible for promoting and activating?

The leisure and sporting industry across the board 
has been severely affected. In terms of the MSV 
business, all venues are closed, many staff are on 
the furlough facility and there is only a skeleton staff 
structure maintaining certain core functions. In the 
case of BSB, just myself.  

//   There will obviously be major financial 
implication for teams in this pandemic 
disruption. How are you working with them?

We are all in a period of suspense, but we are 
working in collaboration with the teams to ensure 
as much visibility is retained for their sponsors. As 
individual entities, they have access to the various 
government schemes to protect staff and mitigate 
certain financial aspects. Then moving forward we 
have to work with the teams and others to carefully 
plot what the sport and industry will look like.   

//   Regardless of the outcome, there will be 
colossal financial implications for everyone 
involved. Do you foresee cost saving measures 
being made in terms of helping teams reduce 
their fixed and operational costs in 2021, as 
they look to recover from the fallout that will be 
left by Covid-19?

That was being planned regardless, but of course 
takes on a new urgency. 

AN ‘ISOLATION DOMESTIC COFFEE BOX’  COURTESY  OF:
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matt roberts
eurosport’s anchor bsb presenter

In such unprecedented times, when the use of the word 
unprecedented is quite simply… well it’s never happened 
before… there can be some small crumb of comfort to British 
Superbike fans, that when restrictions on mass gatherings 

are eventually lifted in the UK and live events are free to resume 
– the world’s premier domestic motorcycle racing series will be 
ready to react.

With the current constraints on international travel and huge 
discrepancies in the way that different countries are handling 
the Covid-19 pandemic, it seems improbable at best that 
an international racing series such as the MotoGP World 
Championship or World Superbikes – who shift hundreds of 
tonnes of equipment and thousands of personnel from all over 
the globe to every round – will be in any position to resume 
before the year is out.

At the time of writing, limitations on mass gatherings continue 
to be extended in Europe – the latest being the Dutch Prime 
Minister Mark Rutte announcing that all events requiring a 
permit in the Netherlands will not be allowed to take place until 
September. By the time you read this, the rapidly developing 
global landscape will have inevitably changed once again, but 
it is unlikely to be much for the better.

For Dorna Sports, the commercial and television rights holders 
to MotoGP and WSBK, such uncertainty can only result in one 
certainty and their CEO Carmelo Ezpeleta suggested in early 
April, that they were already looking towards safeguarding the 
2021 season. A subsequent announcement that all engine 
and aero development, is to be frozen for all participating 
manufacturers until the first race of next year, is another step 
towards the seemingly inevitable.

Whilst no sport or individual is yet immune to the effects of 
Covid-19, in a sporting context at least, the British Superbike 
Championship has always played by its own rules. As a 
national, production-based series, BSB has constantly adapted 
and evolved to fit the demands of its own target market. 

MSVR operate the championship, own five of the nine 
circuits on the calendar and control the commercial and 
television rights to the races. Their position as judge, jury and 
executioner has generated some criticism in the past, but it 
also gives MSVR the flexibility and dynamism required to 
maintain BSB’s justifiable claim, to be the leading domestic 
bike racing championship in the world. 

The introduction of the ‘Showdown’ format in 2010, for 
example, would have never been permitted in an international 
series beholden to FIM regulations such as MotoGP or 
WSBK, yet from a commercial point of view it has been one 
of the sport’s biggest success stories. MSVR have been 
able to cancel and re-arrange meetings affected by extreme 
weather without issue, and in the face of the current climate, 
a constantly evolving programme is being studied that could 
see a credible season start from as late as September.

Series Director Stuart Higgs has described the possibility to 
run races behind closed doors as, ‘clearly and distinctly the 
least favoured option’, due to the costs of running a live circuit. 
However, crucially, it remains an option. 

The key to that happening will, of course, be the availability of 
the BSB medical staff currently fighting a far more important 
race against time on the NHS frontline. Those brave men and 
women remain the primary concern of everybody in the BSB 
paddock, until we see them trackside again in the future.
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01 pRE-paint design work

04

05

0302 design transfer paintwork & Logo Application

FULLY  LACQUERED  &  POLISHED

THE MILKY BAR KID

 ABOUT RICHARD STEVENS THE ARTIST

After completing my A-Levels I raced Motocross more seriously and 
embarked on forging a semi-pro career in the U.S. in 2000. A ride was 
established as well as a part time job working for a U.S helmet painter, 
as I had already developed some skills. Before the venture could begin 
however, I had a serious injury which brought my racing to an end and it 
was at this point that Rich-Art Concepts was borne.

I was immediately fortunate enough to have a good relationship with Ken 
Summerton of K-Tech Suspension, who was working closely with Troy 
Bayliss at the time. Through Ken I painted for Troy and he won the British 
Superbike Championship that year. AXO Sport then acquired my services 
to design and paint for them, which included working on their production 
helmets as well as Neil Hodgson’s and James Toselands’ helmets for the 
subsequent British and World Superbike Championships.

Being in the right place at the right time was key for me and this opened 
the door to paint for riders such as John Reynolds, James Haydon, Chris 
Walker, John McGuinness, Cal Crutchlow, Jonathan Rea, and the list kept 
growing as well as other sports.

More recently I decided to reduce the numbers of riders that I paint for and 
concentrate my efforts on developing and maintaining relationships with 
riders such as Brad Ray and Josh Brookes. Both are extremely exciting to 
watch and allow me the creative reach to expand on their designs from year-
to-year, as well as experiment with different techniques and design cues.

DREAMS + DEDICATION = SUCCESS
RICH-ART CONCEPTS

/ /  T E C H N I C A L  F E A T U R E

Brad then takes  
delivery and  

hopefully wins! 

" "

 01  PRE-PAINT DESIGN WORK  The initial phase of any 
design usually begins with a brief consultation with the client/
rider to establish overall design style, colours and specific 
elements to be included such as name, numbers, sponsors or any 
general logo/mural inclusion.

Brad wanted a similar design to previous years but with a 
different colour balance, which would resemble the SYNETIQ 
BMW livery. He also wanted a further logo which could be 
incorporated that would be symbolic and personal to him.

When starting from scratch I like to offer a few ideas to begin 
with, from which the rider can choose his preference. I then work 
on honing this particular design until they are happy with it. At 
this stage the design is signed off by the rider and the paintwork 
process can begin.

Brad’s helmets come as bare shells directly from SHARK in kit 
form, which makes the process much easier and quicker with 
regards to the preparation work. Brad always starts the season 
with three helmets and then may require further damage 
replacements throughout the season, or for specific other 
events such as Suzuka 8 Hour.

 02 DESIGN TRANSFER Once fully prepped and masked the 
design can then be transferred to the helmet and all of the tape 
out and masking work can begin. This generally is a combination 
of sketching and using fine line adhesive/mask tape and film.

Once the design has been fully transferred the paint can then 
be applied initially with base-coats to achieve the body of the 
design; then I build on the finer detailing with layers to achieve 
depth and texture.

This whole process depending on design complexity and the 
materials to be included can take anywhere between 10-30 plus 
hours. In the case of Brad’s design there were additional paint 
effects such as metal-flake to include, which draws the painting 
time out somewhat, as well as adding a few further processes 
due to the make-up of these products.

 03 PAINTWORK & LOGO APPLICATION Once all of the 
paintwork is applied and logos painted on the shell, it is then 
ready to be decontaminated before the initial final lacquer coats 
can be applied. This usually consists of 6-8 coats that can also 
be applied during the paintwork stages. Once complete the shell 
is then left to dry for 48 hours before the polish and refinishing 
work can begin.

 04 FULLY LACQUERED & POLISHED Once the final 
lacquer coats have cured and the finish is ready to be handled, 
the refinishing work can begin, which involves cutting and then 
polishing to remove any defects or blemishes in the lacquer. 
This is done by hand and can take between 2-4 hours per shell.

A final high resin polish is then applied at which point they are 
ready to be sent back to SHARK Helmets to reassemble interiors, 
trims and vents etc. Brad then takes delivery and hopefully wins!

 05 THE MILKY BAR KID  Brad has always carried his Milky Bar Kid motif on the rear and last year saw the inclusion of his Pet 
Parrot as a separate motif. For this season both were brought together and a new logo created which holds a special sentiment to 
Brad. He wanted to achieve something inspiring that he could look at each time he put this helmet on to go racing, basically a new 
idea that hadn’t been used before. In mentioning the Rubik’s Cube and an inspiring slogan we came up with this logo together.
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Technical talk and a racing insight with team

technical director Stewart Johnstone

GETTING 
TECHNICAL

WITH

In this issue we will look at some of the work that 
goes on behind-the-scenes during the off season. 

By the time the team has re-grouped after the final 
round, bikes have been prepared and displayed at various shows, 
the rider line up will have been confirmed and the jigsaw pieces 
of the forthcoming season can start to be put into place.

As a team we will look back on the season, looking at the bike’s 
strengths and weaknesses, identifying the areas we need to 
improve on. 

Starting with the basics of what produces a fast motorcycle, in a 
straight line it’s weight and the driving force: the power and how 
it is made.

Fortunately, the 2019 BMW S1000RR is already a very 
light motorcycle and once in race trim is close to the 
minimum weight limit for the BSB class.

The power is already good in Stock form but more importantly 
the way the power is delivered is excellent, thanks to the ground-
breaking ‘Shift Cam’ technology.

With the luxury of already having a light motorcycle, we can 
look at redistributing the concentrations of mass around the 
bike to improve its performance on track, accelerating, braking 
and cornering – tailoring its reactions to suit a rider’s style, and 
sometimes vice versa.

We look back at wet and dry condition performance, tyre life over 
race distance, reliability, and many aspects that contribute to the 
race day performances. 

With areas identified, we liaise with our technical partners, giving 
feedback and ideas on what can be improved.   

The team then get started on their share of the workload.

For 2020 we have a new rider, Bradley Ray and of course Taylor 
Mackenzie stays with us from the latter rounds of 2019. We 
look at getting the bike to fit the rider, both for comfort and 
manoeuvrability whilst looking to keep the rider’s effective 
weight in the best window for the character of the bike. With data 
already on file for the TAS Racing BMW S1000RR, we look to get 
our riders fitted to the bike, weighed and measured, this helps us 
understand how the bike will work compared to data gathered 
with previous riders.

Combined centre  
of gravity Rider centre  

of gravity

Bike centre  
of gravity

Bespoke handlebar clampAdjustable footrest assembly

This is how engineers see a rider and how  
Their riding posiTion and sTyle affecT The seT-up of 

The bike. someTimes iT may be necessary To design 
and manufacTure bespoke parTs such as fooTresT 

mounTing plaTes and handlebar clamps To achieve 
The desired effecT. This is usually carried ouT by The 

Team or iTs Technical parTners.
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#TECHTUESDAY

WHEELS
SYNETIQ BMW use an OZ forged 
aluminium wheel which is strong yet 
lightweight to enhance steering and 
handling capabilities. SYNETIQ BMW has a 
partnership agreement with OZ through 
UK representative Mode Performance.

REARSETS
Another item designed by BMW Motorsport 
specifically to work within each individual riders’ 
operating range.  Weight and strength are both 
considered in design together with structure, to ensure 
efficient replacement in the event of crash damage.

ENGINE
999cc 4 x cylinder in-line with 80mm 
x 49.7mm bore and stroke and BMW 
unique ‘Shift Cam’ system. The engine 
performance is further developed by 
BMW Motorsport in Germany. 

CLUTCH
SUTER INDUSTRIES’ design and 
supply a fully adjustable slipper 
clutch, with development input 
shared between SYNETIQ BMW and 
the BMW World Superbike Team.

EXHUAST SYSTEM
AKRAPOVIC is a direct technical 
partner with BMW Motorsport and 
as such, SYNETIQ BMW receive the 
most technically up-to-date and 
efficient exhaust system to match 
the current engine specification. 
The AKRAPOVIC Evo Titanium 
system is extremely lightweight 
and improves BHP across the range 
with a measured improvement in 
torque within a specific rev range. 

BRAKES
BREMBO supply the braking system to 
SYNETIQ BMW though UK agent Mode 
Performance. Various options are tested and 
the current specification is: 
Front – machined billet radial master 
cylinder with flip lever. SBK Evo Calipers 
comprising 30/34mm pistons with 320 x 
6.75mm discs and SBS pads.
Rear – we use a BREMBO thumb brake with 
bespoke lever; a radial mount caliper with 
34mm pistons and 5mm fully floating disc 
again with SBS pads. 

SUSPENSION
SYNETIQ BMW holds a direct 
development role with K-TECH. The 
current front fork and rear shock unit are 
K-TECH development, next generation 
parts. Settings are altered for each BSB 
round by K-TECH and SYNETIQ BMW staff 
to suit each riders’ bespoke requirements.

WIRING LOOM – ECU
MOTEC provide a control ECU within BSB with a standard 
functionality level and optimised settings to suit each machine. The 
wiring loom is another BMW Motorsport designed item bespoke to 
the functionality of the MOTEC 
and BMW K67 systems, 
produced by 
MOTOTRONICS.

SWINGARM
SUTER INDUSTRIES 
produce a bespoke 
aluminium swingarm for the 
BMW S1000RR to optimise 
both lateral and torsional 
stiffness. Development 
with SUTER is shared with 
SYNETIQ BMW and the  
BMW World Superbike Team.

FUEL TANK
SYNETIQ BMW use an aluminium 22-litre 
tank for BSB, designed by BMW Motorsport. 
This is to optimise the fuel load position to 
support chassis balance and also improve 
ergonomics for rider position. The tank is 
produced in various capacity options.

SPROCKET AND CHAIN
SYNETIQ BMW has enjoyed a long-term 
partnership with TALON Engineering, 
who has produced a strong but 
lightweight aluminium sprocket to cope 
with over 200bhp. 

FORK CLAMPS AND CHASSIS PARTS
Fork clamps are multi adjustable and also designed at BMW 
Motorsport together with a range of chassis parts to include 
rear sub-frame and various mounting brackets. 

BODYWORK/SCREEN
Designed and optimised for aerodynamics in-house by 
BMW Motorsport and produced by CARBONIN in both 
Carbon and Avio Fibre versions. Either option is extremely 
light and stiff with a perfect fit assured as the design is built 
specifically around the BMW Motorsport range of chassis 
parts. Aerodynamics are completed with a bespoke design 
screen produced by POWERBRONZE. 

AIR FILTER
Another long-term 
partner for SYNETIQ BMW, 
the air filter is designed 
by K&N Filters to enhance 
airflow and boost BHP.

RADIATOR SYSTEM
SYNETIQ BMW have options between the standard 
BMW radiator system, which works extremely well, and 
an increased water capacity version designed by BMW 
Motorsport and produced by FEBUR.  Either option is 
further improved with the use of SAMCO silicone hoses. 
The radiators are protected by EVOTECH PERFORMANCE 
‘Rad’ Guards. We also use their range of lever protectors.

UNDER THE SKIN
SYNETIQ BMW  S1000RR – TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

MODEL – 2019/2020 K67 MODEL 

Another long-term relationship is with 
Japanese chain manufacturer RK TAKASAGO.  
The specification used currently for both BSB 
and road racing is the 520 ZXW, which is 
lightweight but also strong enough to cope 
with the rigours of BSB and road racing.
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my dog nova has next been on the lIst to 
learn new trIcks. we’re up to 4 standIng 
cIrcles In a row wIthout fallIng over.

s
ince lockdown I’ve been trying to learn new skills to stop the boredom 
creeping in. Breakfast is my favourite meal of the day, so I’ve been 
jazzing up the standard granola.

Since we have an Xpress coffee machine in the house, I decided that 
I was going to start to learn how to do Latte art. As you can see my 

Barista skills are very much a work in progress at the minute.

My dog Nova has  been next on the list to learn new tricks. We’re up to four 
standing circles in a row without falling over.

I’ve also been keeping myself busy 
by interviewing one rider a week to 
try and help Trackday Riders out. The 
chat is normally about half an hour on 
the phone, but then it’s a good couple 
of days editing to get to the finished 
product.

And then for tea I’ve been trying lots 
of different recipes. I’m Vegetarian so 
it’s important for me to find other ways 
of getting my protein in as an athlete. 
This break has given me a really good 
chance to try lots of new stuff.
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a day In the lIfe of . . . 

t-mac 
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my dog nova has 
been next on the 

lIst to learn new 
trIcks. we’re up to 
4 standIng cIrcles 

In a row wIthout 
fallIng over.

Talking to James Whitham
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m
y breakfast most mornings is my favourite 
cereal: Fruit ‘n Fibre with oat milk. This is 
washed down with a ‘cuppa’ tea and a 
Berocca. Some mornings I’ll have porridge 

and some mornings toast and strawberry jam just 
to mix it up a bit.

After breakfast I sit with my Parrot for a little while, 
whilst racing through my emails and notifications 
and maybe look at Ebay and some bike parts. 

Mid morning it’s into a bit of training. I’ll do some 
stretching to warm up and a cycle upstairs on 
Zwift, the very popular online training programme. 
Most of the pro cyclists use it. It’s amazing, you 
can have races and do loads of different routes 
around the world and different challenges.

I’ll grab a bit of lunch after that, which is usually 
some rice or pasta, and maybe a little ‘cuppa’ tea 
which I’ll share with my Parrot Gerty!

The weather has been good thankfully so I can 
pop into the garden and relax in the sun and then 
have a big old stretch out after training.

To finish off the afternoon I’ll do some bike tuning 
and cleaning which I always enjoy.

In the evenIngs I’ll whack on 
some eastenders wIth a lovely 
cup of xpress coffee. after 
that It’s sleep tIme for me.
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